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Adhesion Interaction between Atomically Defined Tip and Sample
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We have measured forces between an atomically defined W(111) tip and an Au(111) samp
ultrahigh vacuum at 150 K. The W tips are manipulated and characterized on an atomic scale
before and after sample approach by field ion microscopy. Forces between the tip and the samp
measured by anin situ differential interferometer. We observe strong attractive adhesion forces, wh
turn repulsive upon the further approach of the tip towards the Au surface. Unexpected for a met
system, there is no spontaneous jump to contact. The force versus tip-sample distance curve
only modest hysteresis, and the field ion microscopy images reveal an atomically unchanged tip
[S0031-9007(98)06188-2]
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Many physical phenomena are believed to be govern
by the effects of metallic adhesion. The study of tho
interactions can shed light on the fields of powder meta
lurgy, machining, and tribology, and will advance our un
derstanding of molecular-scale lubrication. Furthermor
the study of force interactions between a tip and a sam
plays a key role in understanding imaging mechanisms
scanning tunneling microscopy [1] and atomic force m
croscopy [2]. Moreover, tip-sample forces constitute th
basic mechanism for atomic [3] and molecular-scale m
nipulation [4]. Tip-sample adhesion has been investigat
previously [5–7]. Although the geometrical shape of th
tip as well as the chemical composition of the apex surfa
[6,8] have a significant effect on the strength and charac
of the interaction, in all previous investigations the stru
ture of the tip was in fact unknown. Hence, tip fabricatio
and characterization on the atomic level in combinatio
with local probe microscopies are a prerequisite for atta
ing full control over imaging and manipulation processe
We have taken a first step in this direction by investigatin
the adhesion interaction between an atomically charact
ized W(111) trimer tip and a Au(111) surface.

Experiments were conducted under ultrahigh vacuu
(UHV) conditions (p , 2 3 10211 mbar) and at a tem-
perature of 150 K. The apparatus [9] (see Fig. 1) is
scanning tunneling microscope (STM) complemented
a channel-plate-phosphorus-screen assembly mounted
proximately 10 cm below the STM tip forin situ field ion
projection imaging. The setup also includes a removab
sample stage with a differential optical interferometer fo
sensing deflections induced in a cantilever spring, whi
in turn acts as a sensor for measuring tip-sample int
action forces with subnanonewton resolution. The ST
and sample stage are mounted inside a copper heat sh
attached to a spring bellows suspension, which acts a
combined cooling and vibration isolation stage [10].
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Thin (ø200 nm) (111)-oriented Au films evaporated on
mica substrates served as samples. Samples were gl
onto the free end of the cantilever spring (approximate
5 mm long and 1 mm wide), which was cut from a thin
glass slide (150mm thick). The effective spring constant
at the tip position was116 6 10 Nym and the resonance
frequency was of the order of 500 Hz. The tip position wa
determinedin situ by video microscopy, and the relevant
cantilever spring constant was carefully calibratedex situ.
Samples were repeatedly sputter cleaned for 3 min usi
1-keV Ne ions and annealed in UHV at a temperature o
ø250±C. As a result, a surface topography consistin
of monoatomic flat terraces a few tens of a nanomet
wide was obtained. The tip was fabricated from a 0.1
mm-thick (111)-oriented W single-crystal wire by mean

FIG. 1. Sketch of the experimental setup. The sample sta
of the STM comprises a differential optical interferometer fo
sensing the deflection of a cantilever spring (CB), which hold
the sample. The sample stage can be removed forin situ field
ion projection imaging (FIM) of the tip.
© 1998 The American Physical Society 4685
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of electrochemical etching in a concentrated potassiu
hydroxide solution. Tip shaping involved a series o
steps performedin situ. First, the tip was flash heated
to approximately 1000±C in order to remove oxides and
surface contaminants. Then the tip was operated in
field emission mode for some 2 min at currents up to 5mA.
The apex was tailored to its final trimer shape by mea
of field evaporation under visual control using field io
microscopy (FIM) [11]. Typical imaging and evaporatio
potentials were 4.2 and 4.5 kV, respectively, and ultrapu
He was used as imaging gas. Using these trimer ti
we obtained a remarkably stable tunneling current.
particular, noise spikes frequently associated with sha
tips were entirely absent. Furthermore, imaging of th
Au(111) 22 3

p
3 reconstruction was readily achieved

which proves that the tip-sample distance could be reliab
controlled on a 0.01-nm level.

A typical experimental run took about 2.5 h. Thi
comprised the fabrication and characterization of th
initial trimer tip, measurement of adhesion force curve
as a function of tip-sample distance (henceforth referr
to as the force curve) on a freshly prepared Au samp
and final characterization of the tip shape to check f
possible irreversible tip modifications. An FIM image
of the initial trimer tip used in the experiment reporte
here and the corresponding sphere model are shown
Figs. 2(a) and 2(c), respectively. We found that this t
structure is stable for hours; specifically no evidence
surface migration was observed. However, one rest g
atom per hour is typically adsorbed and imaged on the t
After tip characterization, the sample stage was mov
in and the tip was approached towards the sample u
tunneling contact was established.

Force curves were measured on a selected flat area
the sample. Tunneling corresponding to a gap resista
of 100 MV (bias voltage 100 mV, current 1 nA)
was used to define a reference position for the tip-sam
separations. An approach-retraction cycle started wit
the tip being retracted by 1.2 nm from the referenc
position. Then the tip was ramped 2.2 nm toward th
sample and subsequently retracted by the same dista
at a rate of 1.1 nmys. Data samples of the tip-sampl
force were taken every 10 ms. At the end of one su
cycle, the initial tunneling mode was reestablished befo
the next measurement was started. Experimentally,
tip excursion with respect to the reference positionDz
is the control parameter. The actual motion of the t
relative to the sampleDs is obtained by subtracting the
lever response at the tip fromDz.

A force curve representing averaged data fro
32 approach-retraction cycles is shown in Fig. 3. I
characteristic features are as follows. (1) The range
tip-sample distances over which substantial attracti
forces are observed extends over more than 1 nm, (2) h
teresis corresponding to an energy dissipation ofø7 eV
(calculated from the area enclosed by the approa
and retraction force curves) is observed in the range
4686
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FIG. 2. Field ion projection image of the (111)-oriented W
tip (a) before and (b) after the adhesion experiment. Trime
atoms are marked with an asterisk (*). Note that with th
exception of two additional adatoms [bright spots marked wit
a circle (±)] no irreversible tip changes occurred even thoug
the apex atoms had been exposed to tensile and compress
forces of the order of 2 nN per atom, corresponding to uniaxia
contact stresses of the order of 25 GPa. The two atoms mark
with ± are compatible with rest gas adsorbed during the 2.5
lapse between acquiring image (a) and (b). The variations
intensities between (a) and (b) are due to the strong depende
of FIM image intensities on the local atomic structure such a
that introduced by the two adsorbates. (c) Hard-sphere mod
of the tip apex reconstructed from FIM images (apex trime
highlighted in bright tones, vertical scale is expanded by
factor of 1.8).

maximum adhesion interaction, (3) there is no evidenc
of a spontaneous jump to contact, which normally occu
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FIG. 3. Force versus tip-sample separation measured on
flat terrace using a W-trimer tip (tip-sample separation
defined as the relative motion of the tip with respect to th
substrate using a tunnel resistance of 100 MV as the reference
point). Note the hysteresis of 7 eV between the approach a
retraction curve, indicating that dissipative processes take pla
in the range of the adhesion maximum. Also note that n
spontaneous jump to contact followed by the formation of a
adhesion neck occurs. The attractive interaction has a leng
scale of 1 nm, 1 order of magnitude larger than expected fro
universal scaling laws. The repulsive branch of the force curv
is essentially linear (corresponding to a contact stiffness
40 6 20 Nym, indicated by the dashed line) and reversible
Surprisingly, the tip-sample junction can support a repulsiv
load of at least 5 nN corresponding to a contact pressure
25 GPa. The compounded errors in determining the force sc
correspond to635%; the compounded errors in the tip-sample
separations are620%.

in metal contacts, and (4) the repulsive branch of th
force curve is essentially linear and reversible.

The observation of repulsive forces implies that th
tip atoms strongly interact with the Au surface atoms
However, no adhesion neck is formed between tip an
substrate, which would manifest itself as a sudden increa
of the attractive force due to surface tension [12,13
Hence, we conclude that, in contrast to Ni [13] or Au
[12] tips, spontaneous wetting of the W-trimer tip by Au
substrate atoms does not occur. FIM images of the t
recorded after the approach experiments [see Fig. 2(
further support this conclusion. With the exception of tw
additional bright spots corresponding to adsorbed atom
no structural changes of the tip are observed. In fact, t
W trimer was recovered at the tip apex, which proves th
outstanding mechanical stability of these atomic-sized
asperities.

The slope of the force curve in the repulsive regim
(indicated by the dashed line) yields a contact stiffness
the order of40 6 20 Nym (the error is due to the system-
atic calibration errors associated with the force,635%,
and the tip-sample separation,620%). Surprisingly, this
number can be reproduced using standard elastic cont
theory. The apex trimer presses against the Au surfa
thereby inducing elastic deformations mainly of the la
ter (the elastic modulus of W is roughly 3.5 times that o
Au). The contact stiffness of a rigid circular punch in
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denting a flat surface isCP  2Erys1 2 n2d [14], where
E  125 GPa andn  0.38 [15] are the elastic modu-
lus and the Poisson number for Au, respectively, andr
is the radius of the punch. Assuming thatr  0.25 nm,
which corresponds to the radius of a circle through th
center of apex atoms, we obtainCP ø 70 Nym. When
comparing this number with the measured value, we mu
account for the finite stiffness of the repulsive interaction
which acts as an additional spring between tip and Au su
face. As the binding energy of Au on W is comparabl
to that of bulk Au, the interaction stiffness is estimated
to be of the order ofCi . pr2Bya . 100 Nym, where
B  180 GPa anda  0.408 nm are the bulk modu-
lus and the lattice constant of Au, respectively. Hence
the measured stiffness is expected to be of the order
1ysC21

i 1 C21
P d . 40 Nym, which is in good agreement

with the experimental value. The experiment thus show
that standard continuum mechanics provides a quanti
tive framework to describe elastic deformations even o
an atomic scale, a fact previously discovered in molec
lar dynamics simulations [13]. The plastic properties
on the other hand, are dramatically different from th
macroscopic ones. The contact pressure reaches val
of the order of 25 GPa (maximum loading force divided
by pr2), which is more than 2 orders of magnitude large
than the macroscopic yield strength of Au. Material hard
ening in nanometer-scale structures is a general pheno
enon [12,13,16] that is intimately connected with the
suppression of dislocation activity.

According to a theory by Roseet al. [17], the interac-
tion between two metallic bodies should follow a univer
sal law involving only two scaling parameters, namely th
energy of adhesion and a length scale closely related
the screening length. Early experiments using Ir tips an
Ir samples basically confirmed this theory [5]. However
the force curve measured in this experiment is clear
incompatible with the universal adhesion theory, whic
predicts that attractive forces should decrease expone
tially with a decay length of the order of 0.1 nm [17].
The values we observe,ø1 nm, are one order of magni-
tude greater. In addition, we find a rather broad adhesio
maximum, which also features a hysteresis of 7 eV be
tween approaching and retracting the tip from the samp
Hence we must conclude that important dissipative pro
cesses occur in this regime, which, however, have no n
effect on the shape of the tip. A plausible mechanism
must involve the displacement of atoms (most likely from
the substrate) far away from their equilibrium position
From the small amount of energy that is dissipated, w
conclude that only a few atoms in the immediate conta
zone take part in this process.

Significant deviations from the universal behavior hav
been observed previously for Au and Al samples [6]
Interpretation of the data was ambiguous because of t
uncertainty with respect to the tip structure. This issue ha
been resolved for the first time in this experiment. Th
results unambiguously show that one cannot extrapola
4687
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from bulk adhesion down to the atomic scale. It is know
from theoretical investigations [18] that the electron
structure at the apex of a W tip deviates substantially fro
that of a bulk surface, which in turn may influence th
adhesion characteristics. However, the effect is expec
to be rather small as the adhesion interaction is sensit
to the integrated density of states. Corresponding
electronic band-structure anomalies are averaged out [1

We can also rule out Van der Waals interactions
an alternative explanation for the force curve anomalie
From the FIM images we deduce a tip radius of the ord
of 2.5 nm. Assuming a typical value of3 3 10219 J for
the Hamaker constant we obtain adhesion forces that
at least 1 order of magnitude smaller than the measu
values. It is equally difficult to reconcile the broad
adhesion maximum within this framework.

In our previous discussion we have implicitly assume
that the tip-sample separations, as defined in our experi-
ment, is a faithful measure of the actual width of the ga
between the tip apex and the sample surface and, hen
that the measured force curve represents the gradien
the adhesion potential. This premise is justified only
relaxations are negligible and both the tip and the sam
can be consideredrigid bodies. However, analogous to
the discussion of repulsive interaction, we expect th
the substrate also responds elastically to adhesion forc
Assuming that most of the adhesion force is due to t
trimer-substrate interaction, the elastic sample stiffness
again of the order of 70 Nym. Correspondingly, the maxi-
mum elastic substrate response is of the order of 0.1 n
This value is clearly too small to explain the width o
the adhesion maxima in the approach and the retract
curves, but it accounts for a substantial part of the ti
sample motion in the positive force-gradient regime of th
force curve close to contact. Hence, we conclude that
interaction potential actually varies more rapidly in thi
regime than the force curve suggests. The broad adhes
maxima and the shallow rolloff of the adhesion curve, o
the other hand, cannot be reconciled within this simple r
sponse picture.

In summary, we have measured for the first time th
force of interaction between an atomically characteriz
W trimer tip and a Au(111) surface. We find attractiv
adhesion forces of the order of several nanonewtons o
a rather large range of tip-sample distance, which
incompatible with the standard theory of metal adhesio
We also find that the tip-sample system can support
contact pressure of up to 25 GPa with no observab
4688
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changes in the atomic structure of the tip. Finally, th
measured contact stiffness of 40 Nym can be explained
within the framework of standard elastic theory.
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